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Jasen R Dobson is a lifelong resident of North East Arkansas. He 

is a U.S. Army Veteran who’s first duty station was in Memphis 

Tn. He has served in Iraq and spent time in the UK, Guatemala, 

and various other countries around the world. He retired from the 

Arkansas National Guard as a Sergeant First Class in the role of 

Platoon Sergeant for the Battalion Mortar Section. Jasen lives in 

North East Arkansas with his wife of 20+ years and their 5 

children. A lifelong fan of Stephen King, R.A. Salvatore, and 

other authors too numerous to mention, Jasen was finally 

persuaded to begin writing and share his stories with the reading 

community. Jasen did so with his first offering, Dark Gate. The 

first book’s unexpected success and growing following helped to 

cement the plans for book two, Angel Fire, as well as the epic 

series, Shayde. In his spare time Jasen enjoys running, riding 

bikes, Martial Arts (he is a black belt in Tae Kwon Do and has 

training in BJJ and Boxing), and playing guitar. His greatest thrill, 

and according to him his greatest achievement, is his family.  

 

 
   

 

This epic 5-part series follows the life of Shayde Shadow 

Walker. From his birth to his humble beginnings as an Orphan, 

to the most powerful Warlock in Kal'en.  

The series begins with Shayde, Book 1. Learn the history and 

fate of Shayde's father, the powerful Drayel Shadow Walker, 

keeper of the God’s Eye medallion, and leader or the Warriors 

Guild. And his mother Elisa Shadow Walker, Cor Sanctus witch 

and future matron of her coven, and their fate as they battle the 

corrupted Guild and fight to save Shayde and Kal'en from being 

over taken by the Guild. Each of the books in the series will 

follow Shayde's growth from child to man and the 

accompanying adventures. As friends are made, enemies 

revealed, and Shayde grows into his power, the final conflict 

looms ever closer with the person responsible for the corruption 

of the Guild, and the destruction of what could have been a 

peaceful life for Shayde. Will Shayde choose a path of light or 

dark? Find out now! 

 

 


